This paper presents a new semantic sparse recoding method to generate more descriptive and robust representation of visual content for image applications. Although the visual bag-of-words (BOW) representation has been reported to achieve promising results in different image applications, its visual codebook is completely learnt from low-level visual features using quantization techniques and thus the so-called semantic gap remains unbridgeable. To handle such challenging issue, we utilize the annotations (predicted by algorithms or shared by users) of all the images to improve the original visual BOW representation. This is further formulated as a sparse coding problem so that the noise issue induced by the inaccurate quantization of visual features can also be handled to some extent. By developing an efficient sparse coding algorithm, we successfully generate a new visual BOW representation for image applications. Since such sparse coding has actually incorporated the high-level semantic information into the original visual codebook, we thus consider it as semantic sparse recoding of the visual content. Finally, we apply our semantic sparse recoding method to automatic image annotation and social image classification. The experimental results on several benchmark datasets show the promising performance of our semantic sparse recoding method in these two image applications.
and robust representation of the visual content of images, and the other is how to model the relationships between high-level semantics and visual content. In this paper, we focus on the first challenge in image applications, i.e., visual representation generation. To bridge the gap between low-level visual features and high-level semantics of images, many efforts have been made to generate an intermediate representation [5] [6] [7] based on local interest points (or regions) in different image applications. In particular, one influential work is the visual bag-of-words (BOW) representation, which quantizes the local visual features to form a visual codebook and thus summarizes each image as a histogram of visual words. This visual BOW representation has been reported to achieve promising results [8] [9] [10] .
However, the traditional visual BOW representation has two inherent drawbacks. Firstly, its visual codebook is completely learnt from low-level visual features by quantization and thus the so-called semantic gap remains unbridgeable. Secondly, due to the inaccurate quantization of visual features in the traditional visual BOW representation, the noise issue becomes rather severe and thus leads to obvious performance degradation. In previous work [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , very little attempt has been made to simultaneously overcome these two drawbacks of the traditional visual BOW representation.
In this paper, we focus on semantic sparse recoding of visual content so that more descriptive and robust visual representation can be generated for image applications. In the following, the annotations (predicted by algorithms or shared by users) of all the images are used as the high-level semantic information for such visual BOW representation refinement. Moreover, to handle the noise issue induced by the inaccurate quantization of visual features, we formulate the challenging problem of visual BOW representation refinement as a sparse coding problem [15] [16] [17] [18] , which can be solved efficiently using a dimension reduction technique. Since such sparse coding mainly aims to incorporate the semantic information into the original visual codebook, it can actually be considered as semantic sparse recoding (SSRC) of the visual content for image applications, which is also illustrated in Fig. 1 .
To verify the effectiveness of our semantic sparse recoding method, we apply the obtained new visual BOW representation to automatic image annotation (AIA) [5] , [19] and social image classification (SIC) [4] , [20] . Here, for automatic image annotation, we first run a round of AIA to predict the annotations of test images so that we can generate the textual BOW representation over all the images for our semantic sparse recoding method. In contrast, for social image classification, the annotations of all the images are directly provided by users of the photo-sharing websites (e.g. Flickr), commonly followed with a preprocessing step of keyword reduction just as [20] . The later experimental results show that the refined new visual BOW representation obtained by our semantic sparse recoding method is significantly more descriptive and robust than the original visual BOW representation. Although only tested in these two image applications, our semantic sparse recoding method can be readily applied to other challenging tasks where the noisy tags of images are provided initially.
Finally, we summarize the distinct advantages of our semantic sparse recoding method as follows:
• This is the first attempt to develop semantic sparse recoding of visual content to generate more descriptive and robust visual representation for image applications, to the best of our knowledge. • Our semantic sparse recoding method can simultaneously overcome the two drawbacks (i.e. semantic gap and inaccurate quantization) of the traditional visual BOW representation to some extent, different from other visual codebook optimization methods (see [13] , [14] ). • Our semantic sparse recoding method is shown to achieve significant gains in automatic image annotation and social image classification, which becomes more impressive given that we do not utilize extra semantic information (like [2] , [21] , [22] ) or multiple visual features (like [20] , [23] [24] [25] ). When the spatial context of visual words and the global color histogram are also considered, we obtain more promising results in these two applications. • Our semantic sparse recoding method can be readily applied to other challenging tasks in image and video content analysis. More notably, it has an important and wide use for graph-based learning in the machine learning literature (see more explanation in Section III-B). Upon our conference version [26] , the present work has made the following extra contributions: 1) More explanations and discussions to clarify our main idea of semantic sparse recoding; 2) Extension of our SSRC method to handle very large datasets (see Section III-D); 3) Out-of-sample extension for newly coming images (see Section III-E); 4) Application of our SSRC method to the challenging task of social image classification (see Fig. 4 ); 5) More extensive results to show the effectiveness of our SSRC method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief review of related work.
In Section III, we present our semantic sparse recoding method for visual BOW representation refinement. In Section IV, we apply the refined visual BOW representation to automatic image annotation and social image classification. In Section V, we provide the experimental results to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, Section VI gives our conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
In this paper, our main motivation is to simultaneously overcome the two drawbacks (i.e. semantic gap and inaccurate quantization) of the traditional visual BOW representation. However, these two drawbacks are usually considered separately in previous work. On one hand, the supervisory information with respect to local interest points has been exploited for visual codebook optimization in [10] and [11] , but this type of high-level semantics is commonly very expensive to obtain in practice. On the other hand, many dictionary learning methods have been proposed to reduce the quantization errors during visual BOW generation, and one representative work is locality-constrained linear coding [12] which actually considers multiple assignments of visual words. Meanwhile, various unsupervised methods [13] , [14] have also been developed for visual codebook optimization. The main problem of these methods is that they have not incorporated any semantic information into the visual BOW representation.
To verify the effectiveness of our semantic sparse recoding method, we apply it to two challenging tasks: automatic image annotation and social image classification. For the first task, we focus on exploiting the annotations of all the images (including the predicted annotations of test images) for learning more descriptive and robust visual representation. Such visual BOW representation refinement is distinctly different from the traditional image annotation refinement [2] , [22] , [27] that also utilizes the predicted annotations of test images as the inputs (but without considering visual BOW representation refinement). For the second task, our visual BOW representation refinement obviously differs from tag refinement over social images (e.g. from Flickr) in previous work [3] , [4] .
Although we have also formulated visual BOW representation refinement as a sparse coding problem, our semantic sparse recoding method is different from other sparse coding methods used for image applications. In [6] , sparse coding was adopted to model an image as linear combination of other images, and the reconstruction relationships were further exploited for feature extraction and label propagation. Unlike our semantic sparse recoding for visual BOW representation refinement, the problem of feature extraction or label propagation was not formulated as a sparse coding problem in [6] . In [24] and [25] , group sparse coding was used for feature selection from multiple groups of visual features, but the semantic information was not considered for feature selection, different from our semantic sparse recoding of visual content. In [8] , [9] , [28] , and [29] , group sparse coding (or sparse coding) was directly utilized to model the relationships between textual keywords and visual words (or image regions), regardless of the semantic refinement of visual representation.
III. SEMANTIC SPARSE RECODING OF VISUAL CONTENT
In this section, we formulate the challenging problem of visual BOW representation refinement as semantic sparse recoding of visual content, followed by an insightful explanation of the L 1 -norm smoothness used in our semantic sparse recoding. Moreover, motivated by previous work [15] , we develop an efficient algorithm for our semantic sparse recoding. Finally, we discuss the scalability and out-of-sample extension of the proposed algorithm.
A. Notations and Problem Formulation
To overcome the two drawbacks of the traditional visual BOW representation, we focus on semantic sparse recoding of visual content to generate more descriptive and robust visual representation for image applications. In this paper, the annotations (predicted by algorithms or shared by users) of all the images are used as the high-level semantic information for our semantic sparse recoding. Similar to the formation of the visual BOW representation, we then generate a new textual BOW representation with the annotations of all the images. Hence, the main goal of our work is to refine the visual BOW representation based on the textual BOW representation. Considering the distinct advantage of sparse coding in noise reduction, we further formulate it as a sparse coding problem so that the noise issue associated with the visual BOW representation can also be handled to some extent. Since such sparse coding has actually incorporated the high-level semantic information into the original visual codebook, we thus consider it as semantic sparse recoding of the visual content for image applications. We will elaborate it as follows.
Suppose we initially have a visual BOW representation Y ∈ R n×M over all the images (n is the total number of images and M is the number of visual words), and a textual BOW representation Z ∈ R n×C over all the images (C is the number of textual keywords). From the textual BOW representation Z , we derive a linear kernel matrix W ∈ R n×n , which can be used as the similarity matrix over all the images. Here, we only consider linear kernel for the textual BOW representation, which is actually equivalent to the cosine similarity that is widely used in text information retrieval.
In this paper, we make attempt to formulate semantic sparse recoding of visual content from a graph-based learning viewpoint. Hence, we first give the graph definition before problem formulation. More concretely, by regarding W as a weight matrix, we define an undirected weighted graph G = (V, W ) with its vertex set V being the set of all the images. The normalized Laplacian matrix of G is given by
where I is an n × n identity matrix and D is an n × n diagonal matrix with its i -th diagonal element being the sum of the i -th row of W . We further derive a new matrix B from L:
where V is an n × n orthonormal matrix with each column being an eigenvector of L, and is an n × n diagonal matrix with its diagonal element ii being an eigenvalue of L (sorted as 0 ≤ 11 ≤ · · · ≤ nn ). Since the eigenvalue decomposition of L is denoted as L = V V T , we can represent the normalized Laplacian matrix L in a symmetrical decomposition form:
Based on the visual BOW representation Y and the new matrix B derived from the textual BOW representation Z (i.e. the semantic information has been encoded into B), we formulate semantic sparse recoding of visual content as the following L 1 -norm optimization problem:
where F ∈ R n×M denotes the refined visual BOW representation,Ŷ ∈ R n×M denotes the ideal visual BOW representation, and λ (or γ ) denote the positive regularization parameter. The first and third terms of the above objective function are the L 2 -norm and L 1 -norm fitting constraints, respectively. The second term is the graph smoothness constraint, which means that a good refined visual BOW representation should not change too much between similar images. In the next subsection, we will make it clear that this L 1 -norm graph smoothness is closely related to Laplacian regularization [30] , [31] which has been widely used for graphbased learning in the literature. It should be noted that, besides the refined visual BOW representation F, we also introduce the ideal visual BOW representationŶ into the above visual BOW representation refinement problem. Our main motivation is to impose direct noise reduction on the original visual BOW representation Y by extra consideration of the L 1 -norm fitting constraint ||Ŷ − Y || 1 . Although this L 1 -norm fitting constraint is only defined overŶ , the effect of noise reduction can be transferred to F by solving equation (4) withŶ being an intermediate representation. In summary, we have induced not only the smoothness sparsity ||B F|| 1 in the compressed domain (sparse coding is closely related to compressive sensing [32] ) but also the noise sparsity ||Ŷ − Y || 1 in the original space into our semantic sparse recoding of visual content.
Although we have successfully given the problem formulation for visual BOW representation refinement from a graphbased learning viewpoint, there remain two key problems to be concerned: how to explain the L 1 -norm smoothness more insightfully, and how to solve the L 1 -norm optimization problem (4) efficiently. In the next two subsections, we will address these two problems, respectively.
B. L 1 -Norm Smoothness
In spectral graph theory, the traditional smoothness measure used as Laplacian regularization is defined as
where tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix. Different from the traditional smoothness (F), our new L 1 -norm smoothness measure is defined as˜ (F) = ||B F|| 1 . As for this L 1 -norm smoothness measure, we have the following proposition, which will be further used as the basis of dimension reduction to develop an efficient algorithm in Section III-C.
ii . The proof of the above proposition can be found in [26] in detail. Here, Proposition 1(i) shows the relationship between the traditional smoothness and our L 1 -norm smoothness. Moreover, Proposition 1(ii) shows that eigenvectors with smaller eigenvalues are smoother in terms of our L 1 -norm smoothness measure. Since any matrix F ∈ R n×M can be denoted as
, we can conclude from Proposition 1(iii) that each column of a smooth matrix is actually a linear combination of the eigenvectors with small eigenvalues. These nice properties will be used to develop an efficient algorithm in Section III-C.
We can clearly see that our new L 1 -norm smoothness measure used in equation (4) is an L 1 -norm formulation of Laplacian regularization. However, it has two distinct advantages over the traditional smoothness measure. Firstly, it can induce another type of sparsity into visual BOW representation refinement, besides the fitting error sparsity ||Ŷ − Y || 1 . Due to the consideration of these two types of sparsity, the noise issue associated with the original visual BOW representation can be handled effectively, as shown in our later experiments. Secondly, our L 1 -norm formulation of Laplacian regularization can help to explain the visual BOW representation refinement in the framework of sparse coding. That is, according to Proposition 1(iii), the visual BOW representation refinement can be formulated as a linear reconstruction problem by setting F = V U. More importantly, this linear reconstruction problem can be solved efficiently (see Section III-C) by sparse coding over only a small subset of eigenvectors (i.e. only partial columns of V are used), which is especially suitable for large image datasets. In contrast, as for other L 1 -norm generalizations [33] , [34] of Laplacian regularization which approximately take the form of j ii w i j | f i j − f i j |, they are not explicitly defined based upon the eigenvectors of L and the dimension reduction technique is hard to be used for F = { f i j } n×M . Hence, the sparse coding algorithms developed in [33] and [34] incur very large time cost.
Although originally designed for visual BOW representation refinement, our new L 1 -norm Laplacian regularization can be readily applied to other challenging graph-based learning problems (especially when noise reduction is needed in complicated cases), considering the wide use of Laplacian regularization [30] , [31] in the literature. This important extension will be discussed in our future work.
C. Efficient SSRC Algorithm
The visual BOW representation refinement problem (4) can be approximately solved in the following two alternate optimization steps:
Here, we setŶ * = Y initially. As a basic L 1 -norm optimization problem, the second subproblem has an explicit solution based on the soft-thresholding function:
where soft(y, γ ) = sign(y) max{|y| − γ , 0}. In the following, we focus on developing an efficient sparse coding algorithm to solve the first L 1 -norm optimization subproblem.
As we have mentioned in Section III-B, the dimension of our semantic sparse coding of visual content can be reduced dramatically by working only with a small subset of eigenvectors of L. That is, similarly to previous work [35] , [36] , we significantly reduce the dimension of F by requiring it to take the form of F = V m U , where U is an m × M matrix that collects the reconstruction coefficients and V m is an n × m matrix whose columns are the m smallest eigenvectors of the normalized Laplacian matrix L (i.e. the first m columns of V ). According to Proposition 1(iii), such dimension reduction can ensure that F is as smooth as possible in terms of our L 1 -norm smoothness measure. The first L 1 -norm optimization subproblem of our visual BOW representation refinement can now be reformulated as follows:
whereŶ * . j and U . j denote the j -th column ofŶ * and U , respectively. The above problem can be further decomposed into the following M independent subproblems: arg min
The first term of the above objective function denotes the linear reconstruction error which just takes the same form as that used in sparse coding, while the second term denotes the weighted L 1 -norm sparsity regularization over the reconstruction coefficients. That is, the first subproblem of our visual BOW representation refinement has been successfully transformed into a generalized sparse coding problem. The formulation F . j = V m U . j used in equation (7) has two distinct advantages. Firstly, we can derive a linear reconstruction problem from the original visual BOW representation refinement problem, and correspondingly we can explain it in the framework of sparse coding. This also provides further insight into Laplacian regularization. In fact, the term of m i=1 1 2 ii |u i j | corresponds to both Laplacian regularization and sparsity regularization. By unifying these two types of regularization, we thus propose novel semantic sparse recoding of visual content in this paper. Secondly, since the sparse coding is performed with respect to U . j ∈ R m (m n), we can readily develop efficient algorithms for our semantic sparse recoding. That is, although many sparse coding algorithms scale polynomially with m, they have linear time complexity with respect to the data size n. More importantly, we have eliminated the need to compute the full matrix B in equation (4), which is especially suitable for large image datasets. In fact, we only need to compute the m smallest eigenvectors of L. To speed up this step, we choose to construct k-NN graphs for our semantic sparse recoding. Given a k-NN graph (k n), finding the m smallest eigenvectors of the sparse matrix L has a time complexity of O(m 3 + m 2 n + kmn), which is thus efficient for large datasets.
In theory, any efficient sparse coding algorithm can be adopted to solve the L 1 -norm optimization problem (7) . In this paper, we only consider the fast iterative shrinkagethresholding algorithm (FISTA) [15] , since its implementation mainly involves lightweight operations such as vector operations and matrix-vector multiplications. To adjust the original FISTA for our semantic sparse recoding, we only need to modify the soft-thresholding function as:
where ||V m || s represents the spectral norm of the matrix V m . For large problems, it is often computationally expensive to directly compute the Lipschitz constant ||V m || 2 s . In practice, it can be efficiently estimated by a backtracking line-search strategy [15] . In summary, we have successfully developed an efficient sparse coding algorithm to solve the first subproblem of our visual BOW representation refinement.
Considering the two alternate optimization steps together, our efficient algorithm for semantic sparse recoding (SSRC) of visual content is outlined as follows:
(
Compute the normalized Laplacian matrix
Find the m smallest eigenvectors of the normalized Laplacian matrix L and store them in V m . (4)
Initialize the ideal visual BOW representation: Y * = Y (i.e. the original visual representation). 
Find the best solution U * of the L 1 -norm optimization problem (6) by running the modified FISTA with respect to each visual word. (6) Update the ideal visual BOW representationŶ * with the refined visual BOW representation F * = V m U * as:
Iterate Steps 5 and 6 until the stopping condition is satisfied, and output F * . In our later experiments, we find that our SSRC algorithm generally converges in very limited number of iteration steps (< 5). This observation is also directly shown in Fig. 2 . Moreover, according to our aforementioned analysis, both Steps 3 and 5 run efficiently on large image datasets. Hence, our SSRC algorithm can be used for large image applications. In particular, when the image dataset becomes much larger (e.g. n > 100K), we need to develop an extremely efficient method to find the m smallest eigenvectors for our SSRC algorithm, which will be elaborated in the next subsection.
D. Scalability Discussion
In this subsection, we discuss how to apply our SSRC algorithm to very large image datasets (e.g. n > 100K). The main challenge lies in finding the m smallest eigenvectors of L (i.e. Step 3), since it tends to incur large time cost when the image dataset becomes too large. Fortunately, this problem can be readily addressed based upon our definition of linear kernel over the textual BOW representation.
Concretely, given the textual BOW representation Z ∈ R n×C (C is the number of textual keywords) which is normalized in advance to ensure each row sums up to 1, the weight matrix W ∈ R n×n can be computed as:
whereẐ = Z D −1/2 z and D z is a C × C diagonal matrix with its i -th diagonal element being the sum of the i -th column of Z . Since each row Z of sums up to 1, the degree matrix is I and the normalized Laplacian matrix L is I −W . This means that finding the m smallest eigenvectors of L is equivalent to finding the m largest eigenvectors of W .
Let the singular value decomposition (SVD) ofẐ be as: where z = diag(σ 1 , . . . , σ C ) with σ i being a singular value ofẐ (sorted as σ 1 ≥ σ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ σ C ≥ 0), V z is an n × C matrix with each column being a left singular vector ofẐ , and U z is a C × C matrix with each column being a right singular vector ofẐ . It is easy to check that each column of V z is an eigenvector of W =ẐẐ T , and each column of U z is an eigenvector ofẐ TẐ (the eigenvalues are σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 C in both cases). SinceẐ TẐ ∈ R C×C , we can compute U z within O(C 3 ) time. V z can then be computed as:
Hence, to find the m (m < C) smallest eigenvectors of L = I − W , we first find the m largest eigenvectors U m ∈ R C×m ofẐ TẐ (the eigenvalues store in 2 m = diag(σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 m )) and then compute the m largest eigenvectors V m of W as:
which can be directly used as the input of our SSRC algorithm. Since we have speeded up the most time-consuming step (i.e.
Step 3) in our SSRC algorithm, it is then scalable with respect to the data size, which has been justified on a very large dataset (with over 269K images) in our later experiments.
E. Out-of-Sample Extension
Finally, we discuss the out-of-sample extension of our SSRC algorithm. In fact, due to the use of F = V m U for dimension reduction, our SSRC algorithm can readily deal with this issue when a new image is coming. Let y ∈ R 1×M be the original visual BOW representation of this new image and U * ∈ R m×M denote the best solution found by our SSRC algorithm. The problem of generating the refined visual BOW representation for this new image can be formulated as:
where v ∈ R 1×m is associated with this new image, and y ∈ R 1×M denotes its ideal visual BOW representation. The above problem can be solved by alternate optimization:
Here, we setŷ * = y initially. The first subproblem can be solved by the standard quadratic optimization technique, while the second subproblem has an explicit solution:
where the soft-thresholding function soft(y, γ ) = sign(y) max{|y| − γ , 0}. Since both of the above two subproblems can be solved at a linear time cost with respect to M, we can obtain the refined visual BOW representation of the newly coming image very efficiently.
IV. IMAGE APPLICATIONS USING REFINED VISUAL BOW REPRESENTATION
Once the refined visual BOW representation is outputted by our SSRC algorithm, we directly apply it to automatic image annotation and social image classification. Our SSRC algorithm can be similarly adjusted for these two applications, and the only difference lies in how to initially generate the textual BOW representation over all the images.
A. Automatic Image Annotation
The flowchart of automatic image annotation (AIA) by our semantic sparse recoding (SSRC) of visual content is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where two rounds of AIA are considered. In particular, the first round of AIA is performed to generate the textual BOW representation over all the images for our SSRC algorithm. In this paper, we make exactly the same setting for these two rounds of AIA. Concretely, although any AIA method can be used here, we only consider the correlated label propagation method [27] , [37] and take the same implementation setup as our previous work [27] . Moreover, we define histogram-intersection kernel (HIK) over the visual BOW representation for correlated label propagation in both rounds of AIA. The full algorithm is summarized as follows:
(1) Generate the initial visual BOW representation Y by k-means clustering on dense SIFT descriptors extracted from the images. (2) Perform the first round of AIA using the initial visual BOW representation Y to generate the textual BOW representation Z for our SSRC algorithm. (3) Refine the initial visual BOW representation Y by our SSRC algorithm using the obtained Z . (4) Perform the second round of AIA using the refined visual BOW representation F * . It is worth noting that the visual and semantic information used by our semantic sparse recoding is just the same as the standard task of automatic image annotation. That is, we do not exploit extra semantic information (e.g. semantic context of textual keywords derived from WordNet, an image search engine, or a photo-sharing website) for our semantic sparse recoding, which is not the case for [2] , [21] , [22] . However, even with such simple experimental setting, our semantic sparse recoding (see our later experimental results) has been shown to achieve significant gains in automatic image annotation. This becomes much more impressive, considering that we do not make use of multiple visual features like many previous image annotation methods [19] , [23] [24] [25] .
B. Social Image Classification
The flowchart of social image classification by our semantic sparse recoding (SSRC) of visual content is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Here, the annotations of all the images are directly provided by users of the photo-sharing websites (e.g. Flickr), commonly followed with a preprocessing step of keyword reduction just as [20] . The textual BOW representation over all the images is then generated for our SSRC algorithm. Moreover, we define histogram-intersection kernel (HIK) over the refined visual BOW representation obtained by our SSRC algorithm for image classification with support vector machine (SVM). The full algorithm is summarized as follows:
(1) Generate the initial visual BOW representation Y by k-means clustering on dense SIFT descriptors extracted from the images. (2) Perform keyword reduction over the user-shared annotations of all the images to generate the textual BOW representation Z for our SSRC algorithm. (3) Refine the initial visual BOW representation Y by our SSRC algorithm using the obtained Z . (4) Perform image classification with SVM using the refined visual BOW representation F * . In the above algorithm, we focus on visual BOW representation refinement for social image classification. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to develop semantic sparse recoding of visual content to generate more descriptive and robust visual representation. Here, it should be noted that, in the literature, most attention has been paid to tag refinement [3] , [4] over social images (e.g. from Flickr).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the proposed SSRC algorithm is evaluated in two image applications: automatic image annotation and social image classification. Based on the refined visual BOW representation, we adopt correlated label propagation for automatic image annotation and support vector machine for social image classification, respectively. Finally, we test the scalability of the proposed SSRC algorithm.
A. Application to Automatic Image Annotation
Our SSRC algorithm is first evaluated in automatic image annotation (AIA) on the Corel 5K [1] and IAPR TC12 [38] benchmark datasets. We focus on comparing the following three methods: 1) AIA with the refined BOW representation by our SSRC algorithm; 2) AIA with the refined BOW representation by using the traditional Laplacian regularization in equation (4) instead; 3) AIA with the initial BOW representation. We define histogram-intersection kernels (HIK) over all the visual BOW representations. Moreover, when the traditional Laplacian regularization is used in equation (4) instead of our L 1 -norm version, the optimization problem can be considered as a standard semi-supervised learning problem and thus be efficiently solved by label propagation (LP) [30] . Hence, in the following, the three methods for comparison are denoted as SSRC+HIK, LP+HIK, and HIK, respectively. 1) Experimental Setup: We conduct the experiments for performance evaluation on two different benchmark datasets. The first dataset is Corel 5K [1] that consists of 5,000 images annotated with 371 keywords. Each image is annotated by an average of 3.5 keywords. This benchmark dataset is split into 4,500 training images and 500 test images, which has been widely used for annotation evaluation in previous work [2] , [5] , [6] . The second dataset is IAPR TC12 [38] that contains 20,000 images annotated with 291 keywords. Each image is annotated by an average of 4.7 keywords. This benchmark dataset is split into 18,000 training images and 2,000 test images. The task of automatic image annotation is rather challenging on such a large image dataset.
For these two benchmark datasets, we take the same strategy to generate the visual BOW representations. More concretely, we extract the SIFT descriptors of 16 × 16 pixel blocks computed over a regular grid with spacing of 8 pixels. The extracted SIFT descriptors are further quantized into M = 1,500 visual words by k-means clustering. Here, we only consider such a basic setting for visual BOW generation, since we focus on visual BOW representation refinement in this paper.
The image annotation performance is evaluated by comparing the annotation results from different algorithms with the ground-truth annotations. Similar to previous work, for each test image, we use the top 5 annotations with the largest predicted scores as the final annotations. Furthermore, the obtained annotations of the test images are evaluated through the process of retrieving these test images with single keyword. For each keyword, the number of correctly annotated images is denoted as N c , the number of retrieved images is denoted as N r , and the number of truly related images in test set is denoted as N t . The recall, precision, and F 1 measures are defined as follows: recall = N c /N t , precision = N c /N r , F 1 = 2 recall · precision/(recall + precision). These three measures for annotation evaluation are finally averaged over all the keywords that occur in the test set.
However, the above three measures ignore the rank order of the annotation results. To address this problem, we also evaluate the semantic retrieval performance. Given a semantic query, one would want to return all the images which are automatically annotated with that keyword, ranked according to the predicted scores of these images. Such semantic retrieval can be evaluated by mean average precision (MAP) which has been widely used in the image retrieval literature.
For fair comparison, we construct the same k-NN graph based on the HIK matrix for different image annotation methods. The parameters of our SSRC algorithm can be selected by fivefold cross-validation on the training set. For example, according to Fig. 5 , we set the parameters of our SSRC algorithm on the Corel 5K benchmark dataset as: k = 45, λ = 0.01, γ = 0.0025, and m = 14. Moreover, we take the same parameter selection strategy for other related methods.
2) Results of Automatic Annotation: The results of automatic annotation on the Corel 5K and IAPR TC12 benchmark datasets are listed in Table I and Table II , respectively. The immediate observation is that our SSRC+HIK method for automatic annotation can achieve significant gains (34% for Corel and 20% for IAPR) over HIK in terms of the F 1 measure. This is mainly due to the fact that our SSRC method not only exploits the high-level semantic information for visual BOW representation refinement but also induces the nice property of sparsity for noise reduction in the initial visual BOW representation. That is, through handling the semantic gap and noise issues simultaneously, our SSRC method can generate more descriptive and robust visual representation for image annotation. As compared to LP+HIK that utilizes the traditional Laplacian regularization in equation (4) instead of our L 1 -norm version, our SSRC+HIK can still achieve obvious gains (21% for Corel and 11% for IAPR) in terms of the F 1 measure, although they both take visual BOW representation refinement into account. This means that our SSRC can indeed benefit from the sparsity induced by our L 1norm Laplacian regularization and thus suppress the negative effect of the noise in the initial visual BOW representation. We also make comparison with the state-of-the-art results in the image annotation literature. Here, it should be noted that the baseline methods in Table I and Table II are all implemented on benchmark datasets with standard training/test split, just the same as our method. The main difference between our method and these baseline methods lies in that our method exploits much less semantic or visual information for image annotation (see more explanation in Section IV). However, we still find that our method outperforms most of these baseline methods, due to semantic sparse coding of the visual content. The unique exception is TagProg [19] which utilizes more than 10 types of visual features (local and global) for image annotation and thus obtains the best results so far (to the best of our knowledge). Considering that we only make use of one type of visual features here, it is really impressive that our method can achieve the second best results with such simple experimental setting for image annotation. To provide more insights into our SSRC algorithm, we further compare it (denoted as SSRC-Original) with the following two other variants for semantic sparse recoding:
• SSRC-Variant1: min F ||B F|| 1 +γ ||F −Y || 1 , which can be solved by the YALL1 algorithm proposed in [18] based on the same transformation F = V m U .
F , which can be readily solved by alternate optimization, similarly to our SSRC-Original algorithm.
We show the comparison in Table III in terms of both speed and effectiveness. It can be observed that our SSRC-Original performs slightly better than SSRC-Variant1 on the two benchmark datasets. This is also consistent with the fact that min F,Ŷ ||B F|| 1 + γ ||Ŷ − Y || 2 F + λ||F −Ŷ || 2 F (almost the same as equation (4)) is equivalent to min F ||B F|| 1 + γ ||F − Y || 1 when λ → +∞. However, our SSRC-Original leads to much less time cost than SSRC-Variant1. Hence, we choose SSRC-Original for semantic sparse recoding in this paper. Moreover, we also find that the L 1 -norm fitting constraint ||Ŷ − Y || 1 plays an important role (i.e. imposes direct noise reduction over Y ) in our SSRC algorithm, according to the comparison SSRC-Original vs. SSRC-Variant2 in Table III. We have conducted extra experiments to test the performance of out-of-example extension. Our SSRC algorithm in this setting is shown to lead to performance degradation to some extent (e.g. F 1 = 0.327 vs. F 1 = 0.353 for Corel 5K). This observation is sound since more information is exploited in our original setting (with one more round of AIA) for image annotation. Hence, for a small set of newly coming images, we can implement a full run (which is efficient) of our algorithm to take these newly coming images into account, and an even more efficient choice is to perform out-of-example extension but with somewhat performance degradation.
Besides the above advantages in image annotation, our SSRC method has another advantage, i.e., it can run efficiently even on large datasets. For example, the running time of visual BOW representation refinement taken by SSRC and LP on IAPR is 1.1 and 2.2 minutes, respectively. Here, we run the algorithms (Matlab code) on a computer with 3.9GHz CPU and 32GB RAM. Interestingly, we also find that the time taken by visual BOW representation refinement using our SSRC is less than that by image annotation using correlated label propagation (e.g. 1.1 vs. 1.7 minutes for IAPR).
3) Results of Semantic Retrieval: The results of semantic retrieval on the Corel 5K and IAPR TC12 benchmark datasets are listed in Table IV , where MAP is used as the evaluation measure. In general, we can make the same observations as we have done in the automatic annotation task. It should be noted that the annotation results reported in last subsection ignore the rank order of results, while the MAP measure used here particularly involves the rank order of the semantic retrieval results. The superior performance of our method in the semantic retrieval task shows that it not only can annotate images with more correct keywords, but also can annotate different images using the same keyword with relatively proper weights. This means that, given a semantic query, the returned images may have obvious visual appearance diversity. Such visual appearance diversity can also be clearly observed from Fig. 6 which shows several semantic retrieval examples by our method on the IAPR TC12 benchmark dataset. 4) Discussion: In this paper, we focus on semantic sparse recoding of the visual content for image annotation and then only make use of one type of visual features (dense SIFT). In fact, the refined visual BOW representation by our SSRC method can be readily combined with other types of visual features. For example, when the spatial context of local SIFT descriptors (like [39] ) and the global color histogram are fused with our refined visual BOW representation, we can achieve significant gains in MAP over TagProg [19] only with limited extra time cost, which is clearly shown in Table V . Here, we run TagProg with the same three types of visual features on the same computer for fair comparison, and the distance (or kernel) matrix for each type of visual features is computed in advance. More notably, the reported results by our method are actually the best so far in the image annotation literature.
B. Application to Social Image Classification
In this subsection, our SSRC algorithm is evaluated in social image classification (SIC) with SVM on the Flickr-11 [40] and PASCAL VOC'07 [20] benchmark datasets. We focus on comparing the following three methods: 1) SSRC+HIK -SVM with histogram-intersection kernel (HIK) defined over the refined visual BOW representation obtained by our SSRC algorithm; 2) LP+HIK -SVM with HIK defined over the refined visual BOW representation obtained by label propagation (LP) [30] instead; 3) HIK -SVM with HIK defined over the original visual BOW representation.
1) Experimental Setup: We conduct the experiments on two different image datasets. The first dataset is the Flickr-11 benchmark [40] that consists of totally 8,564 images crawled from the photo-sharing website Flickr. Each image is annotated by the users with a set of tags. This benchmark dataset is From top to bottom: "boat", "brush", "shade", and "slope". We can clearly observe the visual appearance diversity of the returned images.
TABLE V THE COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR METHOD AND TAGPROG [19]
ON THE TWO BENCHMARK DATASETS organized into 11 classes. We split it into a training set of 4,282 images and a test set of the same size just as [40] . Moreover, the second dataset is the PASCAL VOC'07 [20] benchmark that consists of 9,963 images annotated with the user tags. This benchmark dataset is organized into 20 classes. We split it into a training set of 5,011 images and a test set of 4,952 images, which is just the same as [20] .
For each dataset, we take the same strategy to generate both visual and textual BOW representations. To obtain the visual BOW representation, we extract the SIFT descriptors of 16 × 16 pixel blocks computed over a regular grid with spacing of 8 pixels. We then perform k-means clustering on the extracted descriptors to form a vocabulary of 2,000 visual words. Moreover, we utilize the user tags to generate the textual BOW representation. By keeping only the tags that occur most frequently, we reduce the textual vocabulary to a much smaller size (1,000 for Flickr-11 and 804 for VOC'07) to suppress the noise in the user tags to some extent, and such preprocessing step is exactly the same as that used in previous work [20] , [40] for fair comparison. In the experiments, since we actually perform multi-label classification on the two benchmark datasets, the classification results are measured by mean average precision (MAP) just as [20] . Moreover, the parameters of our SSRC algorithm are selected by cross-validation on the training set, just as we have done in automatic image annotation (see Fig. 5 ). For example, we set the parameters of our SSRC algorithm on the Flickr-11 benchmark dataset as: k = 15, λ = 0.02, γ = 0.006, and m = 30. For fair comparison, we make similar parameter selection for other related algorithms.
2) Classification Results: The classification results on the Flickr-11 and PASCAL VOC'07 benchmark datasets are listed in Table VI . Overall, we can make the same observations in social image classification as we have done in automatic image annotation. Specifically, we find that our SSRC+HIK method leads to significantly better results than HIK in social image classification. That is, through handling the semantic gap and noise issues simultaneously, our SSRC method can generate more descriptive and robust visual representation for social image classification. Moreover, our SSRC+HIK method is also shown to outperform LP+HIK in social image classification, although they both have exploited the tags of images through Laplacian regularization. This actually means that our SSRC method can indeed benefit from the sparsity induced by our L 1 -norm Laplacian regularization and thus suppress the negative effect of the inaccurate labeling (due to quantization) in the initial visual BOW representation.
It should be noted that the tags of images shared by users are rather noisy for the two benchmark datasets. However, our SSRC method is still shown to achieve promising results in the above experiments. To directly show the effect of noisy tags on the performance of our SSRC method, we conduct another group of experiments with different percent of extra noise being added into the tags of images. Concretely, we randomly first select s% images from each benchmark dataset and then annotate each selected image with five more tags (that not occur in the original tags of this selected image). Here, the extra noise level is actually high for each selected image, given that most images only have three or four tags. For convenience, we denote the percent of extra noise as s%. The obtained results are illustrated in Fig. 7 . We find that our SSRC algorithm is not sensitive to the extra noise.
As we have mentioned in the introduction, our SSRC method can help to handle the noise issue induced by the inaccurate quantization during visual BOW generation. To justify this claim, we make comparison between our SSRC method and locality-constrained linear coding (LLC) [12] .
Here, LLC is one representative dictionary learning method that can reduce the quantization errors by considering multiple assignments of visual words. In the experiments, we also compute HIK over the visual BOW representation learnt by LLC. As shown in Table VII , our SSRC method significantly outperforms LLC (see SSRC+HIK vs. LLC+HIK). That is, our SSRC method indeed can handle the noise issue induced by the inaccurate quantization to some extent.
Finally, Table VIII and Fig. 8 show the comparison of our SSRC method for social image classification with the state-of-the-art approaches (i.e. VOC'07 winner and [20] ) on the PASCAL VOC'07 dataset. Here, the refined visual BOW representation (using only dense SIFT) obtained by our SSRC method is combined with other types of visual features (i.e. the spatial context of local SIFT descriptors [39] and the global color histogram) by feature fusion. Given that we make use of much weaker visual features for social image classification than both VOC'07 winner and [20] (e.g. 3 types vs. 10 types in [20] ), it is very impressive that our SSRC method can achieve better results on this benchmark dataset. By further observation over individual classes, we find that our method outperforms [20] on most classes. These observations show that the extra textual information can be much more effectively exploited by our SSRC method. Additionally, by exploiting the same extra textual information for image classification, both the method [20] and our SSRC method outperform the VOC'07 winner, as shown in Table VIII and Fig. 8 .
C. Scalability Test for Our SSRC Algorithm
To test the scalability of our SSRC algorithm, we apply it to social image classification over the NUS_WIDE benchmark dataset [41] that consists of totally 269,648 images from 81 classes, associated with 1,000 user tags downloaded from Flickr. This benchmark dataset is split into a training set of 161,789 images and a test set of 107,859 images. In the following experiments, we directly make use of the 500-dimensional visual BOW representation provided by [41] .
Here, NUS_WIDE is one of the largest benchmark datasets that provide the ground-truth class labels for all the images in the literature.
For such a large dataset with over 269K images, we adopt the method proposed in Section III-D to efficiently find the first m eigenvectors for our SSRC algorithm. Moreover, for visual BOW representation refinement based on label propagation, the large-scale label propagation (LSLP) method [42] is used instead of the original one [30] . As for social image classification, we directly make use of large-scale linear SVM For scalability test, we conduct five trials by selecting the first p% (p = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100) images from the training set of the NUS_WIDE dataset and also the first p% images from the test set. Moreover, we perform the four related methods (Matlab code) for social image classification on a computer with 3.9GHz CPU and 32GB RAM. The experimental results in terms of both speed (in minutes) and effectiveness (in MAP) are listed in Table IX . The immediate observation is that our SSRC+LSSVM achieves the best performance (in MAP) in all the cases. In particular, although SSRC+LSSVM, LSLP+LSSVM, and LSSVM+Fusion exploit both visual and textual information for social image classification, our SSRC+LSSVM is shown to be the most effective in this application. In addition, we find that our SSRC+LSSVM is scalable with respect to the data size.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the challenging problem of visual BOW representation refinement for image applications. To deal with the semantic gap and noise issues associated with the traditional visual BOW representation, we have incorporated the annotations of images into visual BOW representation refinement and thus formulated it as semantic sparse recoding of the visual content. By developing an efficient algorithm, we have successfully generated more descriptive and robust visual BOW representation. To the best of our knowledge, we have made the first attempt to develop semantic sparse recoding of the visual content for image applications. The experimental results in automatic image annotation and social image classification show the significant gains achieved by our semantic sparse recoding method, which becomes more impressive given that we do not use extra semantic information or multiple visual features. When the spatial context of visual words and the global color histogram are also considered, we obtain more promising results in these two image applications. In the future work, our semantic sparse recoding method will be applied to other challenging tasks in image and video content analysis. Moreover, considering the wide use of Laplacian regularization, our new L 1 -norm Laplacian regularization can be extended to different graphbased learning problems.
